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MBA STATE ISSUES LIST 

 

2022 Regular Session, Mississippi Legislature  

The MBA is continuing the process of determining our legislative agenda for the 2022 

Legislative Session, and we will continue to closely monitor various issues that may impact the 

banking industry. The MBA gathered feedback from the MBA Legislative Committee and MBA 

Attorneys Committee to assist in presenting this feedback and our recommendations at this  

annual membership meeting. Following the membership meeting, the MBA Board will meet and 

vote to determine our agenda and which positions, if any, the MBA may take on potential 

legislative issues that may arise in addition to any legislation the MBA may propose and support. 

 

KEY LEGISLATIVE ISSUES 

MEDICAL MARIJUANA 

 

Mississippi Medical Marijuana Program  

 

Medical marijuana continues to a priority for many legislators following last June’s 

ruling by the Mississippi Supreme Court invalidating Mississippi’s constitutional initiative 

process and along with it, the medical marijuana program created by Initiative 65. During the 

fall, House and Senate leaders announced an agreement on legislation to create a new program. 

The MBA worked closely with legislative leadership to educate them about conflicts with federal 

law and to ensure key banking provisions, including comprehensive bank access to an online 

registry for licensees, access to any “Seed-to-Sale” tracking system, and a hold-harmless 

provision for banks, are included in the draft marijuana legislation prepared by the House and 

Senate. However, despite some discussions otherwise, no special session was ultimately 

announced by Governor Reeves. As a result, the Legislature will instead be introducing this 

legislation during the 2022 Regular Session. Currently, some disagreement appears to remain 

between Governor Reeves and the Legislature regarding the allowable amount of cannabis for 

patients. The MBA will continue to monitor this legislation closely to ensure key banking 

provisions remain unchanged. 

 

Federal Solution to Marijuana and Money Laundering 

 

As we’ve discussed before, the creation of a medical marijuana program will create 

potential money laundering issues for any business that provides service to marijuana businesses. 

States that have legalized marijuana are stuck with a problem of conflicting state and national 

law until the federal government acts to legalize banking services for marijuana businesses 

considered legal by states. The U.S. House of Representatives recently amended the NDAA to 
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include the text of the SAFE Banking Act. Unfortunately, the language was then removed by the 

Senate, and it remains unclear when or if Congress will take any action. 

 

 

CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING 

 

Following the 2020 Census, the Mississippi Legislature has been working to develop a 

redistricting plan to reapportion Mississippi’s four congressional districts to accommodate for 

population shifts in the state. Despite some partisan division over this process, the House has 

already passed its redistricting plan. The currently proposed plan can be seen below: 
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BANK DEPARTMENT ISSUES 

 

Bank Examination Statutes 

 

The Department of Banking and Consumer Finance will be looking to extend the repeal of 

portions of two statutes that are currently set to be repealed on July 1, 2022. The first statute, 

§81-1-1, contains a subsection authorizing the DBCF Commissioner to join an examination 

and/or issue a joint report of examination with the Federal Reserve Bank of any bank holding 

company with more than $1 billion in assets that owns a Mississippi state-chartered bank. This 

provision provides that there can be no cost to a bank or a bank holding company as a result of 

the commissioner’s participation in such a joint examination. SB 2018 was introduced Friday 

and referred to the Senate Banking Committee. 

 

The second statute, §81-22-31, would repeal the Mississippi Debt Management Services Act 

regulating debt management service providers in Mississippi. SB 2019 was introduced Friday 

and referred to the Senate Banking Committee. 

 

Bank Department Budget 

 

Commissioner Kelly will discuss this, and the overview can be found here. 

 

 
 

CREDIT UNION ACQUISITIONS OF BANKS 

 

The troubling trend of credit unions leveraging their tax advantage to purchase 

commercial banks continued in 2021, creating a record-breaking year in the number and volume 

of credit union-bank deals. As of August 2021, the average total assets of banks acquired by 

credit unions was $580 million, compared to $140.7 million in 2020 and $280.9 million in 2019, 

with more than 11 attempted acquisitions so far in 2021, originating from nine states, compared 

to 6 acquisitions in 2020. This surge appears to continue the record 16 acquisitions in 2019, with 

47 total acquisitions of banks by credit unions across 16 states since 2015. These deals include 

the credit union industry’s largest ever bank acquisition when the $10 billion VyStar Credit 

Union in Florida agreed to purchase the $1.5 billion Heritage Southeast Bank in Georgia for 

$189 million. This bank acquisition was the second by VyStar since 2019. In one week alone in 

August, three acquisitions were announced with Alabama Credit Union acquiring Security 

Federal Savings Bank in Alabama, Wisconsin-based Royal Credit Union purchasing Lake Area 

Bank in Minnesota, and Memphis-based Orion Federal Credit Union reaching a deal to acquire 

fellow Memphis-based Financial Federal Bank. While the Tennessee Attorney General and 

banking commissioner successfully blocked Orion FCU’s bank purchase, the credit union 

industry continues to increase its expansion efforts, despite the negative impacts including 

https://assets.speakcdn.com/assets/1674/ms_dbcf_at_a_glance_2022.pdf
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substantially decreasing CRA loans, further increasing branch consolidations, and effectively 

removing tax-paying entities from state and federal tax rolls. 

 

While there has not yet been an attempted acquisition of a bank in Mississippi by a credit 

union, our neighboring states of Alabama and Tennessee both experienced such an attempt in 

2021, and the MBA has prepared legislation to address this issue. The Legislative Committee 

and Attorneys Committee discussed this effort prior to the 2021 Legislative Session, before 

deciding to delay such efforts until the 2022 session to avoid potential complications.  

 

This legislation would seek to prohibit a credit union from purchasing a bank in 

Mississippi by amending the bank merger statute to specifically clarify that only a FDIC-insured 

institution may purchase another FDIC-insured institution. Amending Mississippi’s bank merger 

statute, §81-5-85, appears to be the most efficient method of providing the Commissioner of the 

Department of Banking and Consumer Finance with the authority to block potential transactions 

The MBA worked with the Bank Attorneys Committee to develop this legislation that also 

incorporates additional changes that would modernize the bank merger statute. 

 

Proposed New Language Requiring Any Acquired Bank to Remain FDIC-Insured 
 

“A bank chartered by the State of Mississippi may, with the approval of the 

commissioner, sell or transfer all, or substantially all, of its assets, liabilities, and 

businesses to another bank, savings bank, savings and loan association or other 

entity in a transaction agreed upon, adopted and approved in accordance with 

Article 12, Chapter 4 of Title 79, Mississippi Code of 1972, and provided that the 

buyer or transferee is a financial institution insured by the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation.” 

 

Proposed New Language Requiring DBCF Commissioner to Block Acquisitions 
 

“Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary, if any bank, savings, and loan 

association or savings bank chartered by the State of Mississippi has or proposes 

to engage in a business combination or sale or transfer of substantially all assets 

that is not authorized under this section, the Commissioner shall enforce the 

provisions of this section by issuing a cease-and-desist order. The bank, savings 

and loan association or savings bank may appeal such order to the First Judicial 

District of Hinds County, Mississippi. Said appeal must be filed within thirty (30) 

days from the date the order was issued.” 

 

 

Other Bank Merger Statute Changes 

 

 As the MBA looks to amend the bank merger statute to provide for greater protection 

against credit union acquisition of banks, there is also an opportunity to modernize the merger 

statute that has not been amended 1977. Among potential changes being considered by the MBA 

replacing redundant provisions with simple citations elsewhere in the Code and simplifying the 

merger process. 
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Purchase of Real Estate for Branches 

 

 Finally, the MBA is looking to potentially include language within this effort to simplify 

the process for banks purchasing or developing real estate for branches, specifically the process 

currently found in Mississippi Code §81-5-87. Existing Mississippi law appears to be outdated 

and provides unnecessary complexity for banks. The MBA is working to develop a potential 

solution to streamline this process for Mississippi banks, but we are not yet certain whether we 

will be able to address this issue during the 2022 session. 

 

 

TAXATION AND TAX REFORM 

 

DOR Amendments to Use Tax Regulations 

 

The Department of Revenue has proposed amending its sales and use tax regulations on 

Computer Equipment, Software, and Services, which could cause serious issues for banks and 

bank vendors, including potentially resulting in significant tax increases, if important 

clarifications are not made. These changes appear to reverse longstanding tax policy in 

Mississippi regarding remote internet-based computer services. The proposed changes appear to 

be broadly applicable including by applying to banks’ agreements with their technology vendors, 

while also potentially creating new taxes for all bank transactions that run through bank core 

providers.  

 

The MBA participated in a public hearing held by the agency in November. Following this 

hearing, the MBA submitted a letter to the department to further express its concerns on the 

impact of these changes to Mississippi’s banking industry and to urge specific revisions to the 

agency’s proposal. This letter can be found on the Government Relations page of the MBA’s 

website, here. 

 

Further, the MBA is continuing to work with other businesses and trade groups to urge changes 

by the department that will prevent potential significant tax increases and other negative impacts. 

Alternatively, we are also working to prepare for a potential legislative option. 

 

Income Tax Phase Out and other Economic Recovery Measures 

 

You may recall that the MBA strongly supported the phase-out of the corporate franchise tax, 

and our members are interested in proposals to eliminate state income tax. We’re also interested 

in any additional economic recovery measures, and we’re happy to provide feedback or expertise 

on any tax relief or grant programs the legislature may consider.   

 

During the 2021 Legislative Session, the House proposed an income tax reform proposal that 

would have phased-out the individual income tax. As an alternative to the individual income tax, 

the House proposed to increase the general sales rate from 7% to 9.5%, while also increasing 

many sales tax rates on various business-specific sales tax rates such as vehicle sales or the sale 

of farm equipment. The House is expected to again propose similar legislation in the current 

https://assets.speakcdn.com/assets/1674/mba_letter_to_dor_regarding_proposed_amendments_to_software_use_tax_regulations.pdf
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2022 session, and the MBA will closely monitor any such proposals for their impact on the 

banking industry. 

 

 

HOA ACCOUNTS 

 

During the 2021 session, the Legislature passed a bill placing various requirements on 

homeowners’ associations to protect against fraud or embezzlement by managing agents, which 

included MBA-supported language requiring that HOA funds be deposited within FDIC-insured 

accounts. However, the MBA has worked with bank attorneys to develop an amendment to this 

law during the 2022 session to clarify some ambiguities in the law to specifically provide that 

this law does not place any additional requirements or obligations on banks. 

 

 

GRAIN LICENSING 

 

Following the Express Grain elevator bankruptcy in October 2021, the MBA participated in task 

force meetings with Ag Commissioner Andy Gibson, Farm Bureau, and other interested parties 

to make recommendations to the Legislature to prevent similar issues in the future. Following a 

Senate Agriculture Committee meeting discussing these recommendations in late 2021, the 

committee chairman, Senator Chuck Younger, introduced SB 2002 early in the 2022 Regular 

Session, which would create a voluntary indemnity program for grain producers in the event of 

bankruptcy by another grain elevator. The MBA worked to ensure that no additional 

requirements would be imposed on lenders, including no mandatory requirement for lenders to 

force-place participation in this program on borrowers. The legislation would be voluntary for 

farmers and would have a cap where fees are ceased once the program is fully funded within 6 to 

10 years. 

 

The task force also discussed the possibility of the Department of Agriculture creating a 

voluntary hotline for anyone to provide tips to the department expressing any concerns regarding 

grain elevators and lending. However, the MBA also worked with the department to obtain their 

agreement to ensure no disclosure requirements would be placed on lenders, or any other 

requirements that could cause conflicts with state or federal regulations. 

 

 

INTERCHANGE 

 

During the 2021 session, a harmful interchange fee bill was introduced that would have created 

the Retailer Tax Fairness Act. The bill would have exempted the state and local sales tax 

collected by retailers during a card-swipe transaction from interchange fees. This proposal would 

have created serious problems for bank-issued credit and debit cards because current payments 

systems do not have the capability to determine how much interchange fee is charged on the 

taxable portion of a transaction at the time of the point of sale. The MBA strongly opposed this 

legislation and worked to explain to legislators the significant negative implications they would 

have had for the banking industry, payment networks, and ultimately for small retailers that 
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would have been subjected to increased costs required to make network changes to comply with 

this proposal.  

 

The MBA expects this interchange bill to again be filed in the 2022 session and will again 

strongly oppose any such efforts.  

 

 

OTHER POTENTIAL ISSUES OF INTEREST 

 

Foreclosure Notices 

 

The MBA heard from a legislator about concern regarding Mississippi law on foreclosures, 

which does not require any notice requirement on anyone other than running it in the newspaper 

and posting it at the courthouse. Further, existing caselaw provides that a party holding a 

secondary deed of trust has no right to notice of foreclosure, or statutory right of redemption in 

Mississippi, but they may only assert an interest prior to foreclosure by paying amounts due and 

subsequently engaging in foreclosure for nonpayment of the secondary deed of trust. The 

legislator is proposing to provide a similar requirement for foreclosure notice as with tax sales, 

where all mortgagees must receive actual notice. The MBA received feedback from its 

Legislative and Attorneys Committees emphasizing the need to ensure that any such notice does 

not impose any significant burden on banks. 

 

Cryptocurrency and Banking 

 

Senator Bart Williams has expressed some interest in discussing potential cryptocurrency options 

with the MBA and the DBCF. 

 

Fair Lending 

 

We again expect various fair housing or lending bills to be introduced that would propose 

creating a state fair lending law or similar proposals. The MBA strongly opposed this legislation 

during the 2021 session and immediately worked to defeat any bills that would negatively impact 

the banking industry and conflict with existing law and regulations. Multiple such bills have 

already filed early into this 2022 session, and the MBA will continue to oppose any legislation 

that creates new burdens for banks or creates conflicts with federal law. 

 

Data Privacy 

 

We also again expect the introduction of legislation similar to the controversial data privacy law 

recently passed in California that has been problematic for banks and other businesses. The 

MBA will continue to strongly oppose any such bill.  

 

Credit Unions and Public Deposits 
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We anticipate the introduction again of legislation that would allow credit unions to qualify as 

public funds depositories in certain circumstances. The MBA continues to strongly oppose any 

such bill that would allow a non-taxpaying credit union to hold taxpayer dollars.  

 

Consumer Finance Fee Increase 

 

The MBA received a draft of legislation that would amend a consumer finance statute to allow 

these lenders to contract and charge a monthly finance charge of 36% per annum on loans over 

$4,000 but less than $10,000, or charge a monthly finance charge of 21% if the loan is more than 

$10,000. Currently, the statute this bill would amend, §75-67-181, only provides for a monthly 

finance charge not to exceed an annual percentage rate of 59% per annum for loans of $4,000 or 

less. The MBA will monitor the proposal to ensure any such changes will not impact the banking 

industry. 

 

Account Fees 

 

The MBA has been informed that there may be an attempt to pass legislation prohibiting banks 

from charging fees to close customer accounts. The MBA has expressed its opposition to any 

such prohibitions on bank activity. 

 

Title Fraud 

 

The MBA has also spoken with a legislator regarding concern over the potential for bad actors to 

steal a person’s identity and use it to commit title fraud, where a scammer forges a homeowner’s 

name on a deed, files it in the records room of the county courthouse, and then takes out a loan, 

using the home as collateral. The legislator is concerned by the potential for this fraudulent 

activity and is considering legislation that may prevent homeowners from being held responsible 

for any such fraud. 

 

Franchise Tax 

 

Over previous sessions, the MBA has successfully lobbied to have the franchise tax phased-out 

over a time period ending in 2028. That phase-out began three years ago. The non-partisan Tax 

Foundation has suggested that the phase-out of the franchise tax be expedited, and also suggested 

that the intangibles property tax should also be done away with. However, there are some in the 

Legislature that would like to see the franchise tax phase-out stopped.  

 

Calculation 

• The franchise tax was historically $2.50 per $1,000 of capital. 

• The 2019 tax (paid with 2018 return) was still $2.50, but only per $1,000 of capital above 

$100,000.  

• The 2020 tax (paid with the 2019 return) was $2.25 per $1,000 of capital above $100,000. 

• The 2021 tax (to be paid with the 2020 return) will be $2.00 per $1,000 of capital above 

$100,000. 

 


